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Surface core-level phonon broadening of Li„110…
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High-resolution core-level photoemission data from the 1s level of Li~110! have been obtained between 77
and 280 K. Analysis of the data reveals a significant difference in the zero-temperature phonon broadening
between the bulk and surface atoms but only a small difference in the effective surface and bulk Debye
temperatures. This latter result is in good agreement with an embedded-atom-method calculation of the bulk
and surface Debye temperatures of Li. Implications of these results to surface core-level phonon broadening
and surface lattice dynamics of the heavier alkali metals are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The contribution of vibrational broadening to core-leve
excitation line shapes in solids has been discussed sinc
least the 1950s.1 Generally, the optical excitation of a cor
hole is coupled to vibrational modes of the lattice. This
due either to a change in excited-atom–neighboring-a
equilibrium positions~first-order coupling! or force constants
~second-order coupling! upon excitation of a core hole. In
monatomic metal, where the core-electron excitation
coupled to a continuum of acoustic phonon modes, the re
is a temperature-dependent Gaussian broadening of the
tronic excitation spectrum. One of the first theories of vib
tional broadening in a metal was due to Overhauser,2 whose
linear-coupling, deformation-potential theory predicted
temperature-dependent phonon broadening given by

Gph
2 ~T!5Gph

2 ~0!F118S T

uD
D 4E

0

uD /T x3

ex21
dxG , ~1!

where Gph
2 (T) is the square of the phonon width,T is the

temperature, anduD is the Debye temperature of the soli
Note that the expression in brackets is simply proportiona
the internal energy in the phonons in the Debye mod
Gph

2 (T) is thus proportional toT for T.uD . Subsequent to
Overhauser’s work, Hedin and Rosengren,3 with a pseudo-
potential theory, confirmed the temperature dependenc
Overhauser’s expression@Eq. ~1!# and, further, expressed th
zero-temperature phonon width as

Gph
2 ~0!5

C

uD
, ~2!

whereC is a constant that depends upon the derivative of
nearest-neighbor screened pseudopotential and the mass
sity of the solid. Other theoretical studies of temperatu
dependent phonon broadening4,5 also exhibit the temperatur
dependence of Eq.~1!. However, different calculations fo
the same metal often produce quite different values for
parametersC anduD .2–5 Hence, the Debye temperature p
rameteruD in Eqs.~1! and~2! that governs phonon broaden
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ing may not exactly match a Debye temperature that
been determined by other means.

Temperature-dependent core-level broadening in ph
emission has been systematically investigated in several
tallic systems. The earliest study,6 also on Li, was insensitive
to the surface layer of atoms, due to the large mean free
of the electrons photoemitted by AlKa radiation (hn
51487 eV). The results6,7 of that study are consistent wit
the temperature dependence exhibited by Eq.~1! with a best-
fit Debye temperature of 477 K. Other systema
temperature-dependent studies have all taken advantag
modern synchrotron sources operating in the vacuu
ultraviolet or soft-x-ray regions (hn520– 150 eV!. Core
electrons photoemitted with photon energies in this ran
have much smaller mean free paths; the data are thus
surface sensitive and can, in principle, distinguish the bro
ening parameters for bulk and surface atoms. These m
recent studies include measurements on Na~110!,8,9 K~110!,9

Rb~110!,9 Al ~100! and Al~111!,10 Yb~110!,11,12 Lu~0001!,12

and Tb~0001!.12 In the majority of these studies the temper
ture dependence of the photoemission linewidths is con
tent with Eq. ~1!. Exceptions are exhibited by the high
temperature surface-atom phonon broadening of the hea
alkali metals K and Rb, which appear to have a signific
anharmonic contribution,9 and by Al, which has a
temperature-dependent broadening better described
purely second-order coupling.10 Additionally, in all of these
cases, except for Al~111!, the surface-atom Gaussian width
significantly larger than for atoms in the bulk.

There have also been a number of less systematic stu
in which independent surface- and bulk-atom Gauss
widths have been measured. Systems that have been
sured include Cs~110!,13 Be~0001!,14 Ta~110!,15 Ta~100!,16

W~110!,17 and W~100!.18 Four of these systems@Cs~110!,
Be~0001!, Ta~110!, and W~100!# exhibit surface-atom widths
that are broader than that of the bulk atoms. However,
W~110! and Ta~100!, the bulk and surface Gaussian widt
sare equal to within experimental error.

In spite of this apparently large set of phonon-broaden
data, no study has yet independently determined the bro
ening parametersC anduD for both surface and bulk atoms
2302 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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PRB 61 2303SURFACE CORE-LEVEL PHONON BROADENING OF Li~110!
In order to do this, high-quality data must be obtained
temperatures sufficiently below the Debye-temperature
rameteruD in Eq. ~1!. Otherwise the broadening is well de
scribed by the linear high-temperature limit

Gph
2 ~T!'

8CT

3uD
2 , ~3!

which precludes independent evaluations ofC and uD . For
example, in interpreting broadening data on the alkali8,9 and
lanthanide11,12 metals, the investigators assumed that
coupling constantC is identical in bulk and at the surface
leading to the conclusion that the effective Debye tempe
ture at the surface is much smaller than in the bulk. T
larger surface Gaussian widths that are usua
observed13–15,17have also been taken as evidence for sign
cantly smaller surface Debye temperatures. However,
simple picture of differences in bulk and surface broaden
arising entirely from differences inuD is challenged by the
results on Al~111!, W~110!, and Ta~100!, in which the
surface-atom broadening is nearly the same as in the bu

In order to obtain data on a metallic system sufficient
independently extractC anduD for bulk and surface atoms
we have investigated the temperature-dependent broade
of the 1s level of Li~110! between 80 and 275 K. Since th
Debye temperature of Li is in the range of 350–400 K,19 the
data have allowed us to determine bothC anduD in the bulk
and surface. Our results indicate for Li~110! that the surface
atom C is approximately twice that of the bulk, while th
effective surface Debye temperature is approximately
less than in the bulk. In order to check the reasonablenes
these results, we have used an embedded-atom-me
~EAM! model20 to calculate bulk and surface Debye tem
peratures from atomic mean-squared displacements. W
the calculation producesuD’s that are significantly less tha
those extracted from the core-level broadening, the ca
lated surface values are approximately 10% less than in
bulk, in good agreement with the measurements. EAM m
eling of Na and K suggests a similar ratio in surface and b
Debye temperatures, implying a greater coupling constanC
at the~110! surface of these alkali metals as well.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Photoemission data were obtained on beamline U4A
the VUV ring at the National Light Source at Brookhave
National Laboratory. The synchrotron light was monoch
matized with a 10-m torodial grating monochromator op
ated at 90 eV with a resolution of 90 meV. The photoele
tron spectra were collected with a 100-mm Vacuum Scie
Workshop hemispherical analyzer operated with a pass
ergy of 5 eV and resolution of 100 meV, yielding a tot
instrumental resolution of 134 meV. Ambient bac
ground pressure in the chamber was in the range
(1 – 2)31010 Torr, dominated by H2. As in the case of
temperature-dependent Na~110! data, we observed no effec
of background contamination on the spectra.8

The Li~110! samples were prepared byin situ condensa-
tion of metal vapor, obtained from an SAES Getters sou
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onto a liquid N2 cooled Ni~100! substrate. A total of 26
temperature-dependent spectra were then obtained over
period as the sample was allowed to warm up from 80
towards room temperature. The temperature rise during
one scan was in the range of 5–10 K. As with other alk
metals deposited on Ni~100!, the Li film is ~110! oriented.
The as-deposited film showed a rather diffuse low-ene
electron-diffraction~LEED! pattern indicative of a multiple-
domain~110!-oriented surface. Annealing such a sample
approximately room temperature produces a single-dom
~110! film with relatively sharp spots. In an experiment sep
rate from the temperature-dependent measurements tha
the focus of this paper, core-level spectra were obtained
both as-deposited and annealed-and-recooled sample
check for the effects of~static! inhomogeneous broadenin
on the Gaussian widths. From these data we estimate in
mogeneous broadening to contribute, at most, 6000 meV2 to
the total measuredG2. As will be seen below, this contribu
tion is negligible and is henceforth ignored.

The thickness of the Li sample used in the temperatu
dependent measurements was 1561 Å, corresponding to six
atomic layers. The thickness was obtained from the decre
in the intensity of the Ni substrate valence-band spectru21

upon deposition of an identically prepared Li sample in co
junction with our previous determination of the electro
mean free path in Li.22 As discussed in more detail below
photoemission from the interfacial atomic layer of Li@i.e.,
the Li atoms bonded to the Ni~100! surface atoms#, although
strongly attenuated by inelastic scattering within the Li film
must be included in quantitative analysis of the Li core-le
spectra.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In Fig. 1 we display four of the 26 core-level spectr
obtained at;60 K intervals. The spectra exhibit two peak
the higher-binding-energy peak is from atoms in the out
most atomic layer~surface! while the lower-binding-energy

FIG. 1. Representative temperature-dependent Li~110! 1s core-
level spectra obtained between 80 and 274 K.
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2304 PRB 61D. M. RIFFE AND G. K. WERTHEIM
feature is from atoms in layers 2–5~bulk!. Photoemission
from interfacial Li ~atomic layer 1! is best revealed in quan
titative analysis of the data, although it does produce a sm
shoulder on the low-binding-energy side of the bulk peak
addition to the temperature-dependent shift in binding en
gies, which has been previously discussed,23 a temperature-
dependent broadening in the core-level peaks from both
bulk and surface is clearly observed.

In order to extract the temperature-dependent Gaus
widths, the spectra were analyzed with nonlinear lea
squares curve fitting. In analyzing the data, we have used
standard line shape for metallic core levels: a Donia
Šunjić line shape24 convolved with a Gaussian function. Th
resulting three line-shape parameters for each peak are~i! a
Lorentzian widthG, which is due to the finite lifetime of the
excited core hole,~ii ! a singularity indexa, which describes
the long high-binding-energy tail of each peak and is rela
to the screening of the core hole by the conduction electro
and ~iii ! the Gaussian widthG, which is due to a combina
tion of phonon broadening, instrumental resolution, and p
sibly inhomogeneous broadening.25 A smooth power-law
function was found sufficient to model the background co
tribution to each spectrum.

A least-squares analysis of one of the data sets is sh
in Fig. 2. In addition to the overall fit, the bulk, surface, a
background contributions are separately shown. Also
cluded is a much smaller peak at a binding energy of;54.4
eV. The size of this peak~2% of the total signal!, its shift to
lower binding energy~compared to the bulk!,26 and its in-
variant intensity as a function of time identify it as from th
interfacial Li layer ~as opposed to a surface contaminati
feature!. Although quite small, this peak is necessary in t
analysis in order to remove nonstatistical fluctuations fr
the residuals, which are also displayed with the fit in Fig.

Since the overall width of a core-level peak is determin
by all three line-shape parameters~a, G, andG!, and because

FIG. 2. Nonlinear least-squares analysis of a Li~110! 1s core-
level spectrum. Surface, bulk, a small interface, and backgro
contributions are displayed. The overall fit is the solid line throu
the data~solid circles!. Residuals are shown in the bottom part
the figure.
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there is significant overlap of the bulk and surface lines
well as the presence of the interface peak, accurate extrac
of the phonon broadening is a nontrivial matter. Our a
proach has been to first determine as accurately as pos
the bulk and surface singularity indices~a! and Lorentzian
widths ~G!, which are temperature independent. With tho
parameters constrained to their most reliable values, we
fit the complete set of data to extract the temperatu
dependent Gaussian widths. To determine the singularity
dices we fit the eight lowest temperature spectra~which have
the highest intrinsic resolution due to the increasing Gau
ian width versus temperature!, extractingabulk50.2260.01
andasurface50.3060.01. These values are identical to tho
that we previously obtained from independent data
Li ~110!.27 Determination of the Lorentzian widths wa
slightly more complicated. Since the interface peak falls
rectly on top of the low-binding-energy tail of the bulk pea
the bulk Lorentzian width and overall width of the interfac
peak have a significant correlation in the fitting proce
From previous analysis of bulk-sensitive spectra, it was c
cluded that the bulk Lorentzian width is 40620 meV.6,7 We
thus did several sets of analysis with the bulk Lorentz
width constrained to values in the range of 20–60 meV.
terestingly, throughout this range of bulk Lorentzian widt
the fitted surface Lorentzian width was remarkably cons
tent at 45610 meV. Given the close agreement between t
surface value and the previously determined bulk value,
set both the surface and bulkG’s to 45 meV. With the bulk
and surfacea’s and G’s thus constrained, we extracted th
Gaussian widths as a function of temperature. Note, h
ever, that since the Lorentzian widths are much smaller t
the Gaussian widths~.250 meV!, the extracted phonon
widths are only weakly sensitive to variations of the Lore
zian widths within the range set by their statistical uncerta
ties.

In Fig. 3 we have plotted the square of the fitted Gauss
widths. The instrumental resolution is shown as the das
line at 1.83104 meV2. Since Gaussian widths add in quadr

d

FIG. 3. Square of the Gaussian broadening vs temperature. S
circles, this study; open circles, XPS study~Refs. 6 and 7!; open
triangles, AM theory~Ref. 5!; lines: fits with Eq.~1!; solid lines,
this study; dotted line, XPS study; dashed line, AM theory.
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TABLE I. Phonon broadening parameters for Li 1s core level. Parameters were obtained from fitting d
with Eq. ~1!.

Core level Parameter Present study XPSa,c AM theoryb XASc

Bulk uD (K) 483616 4776120 393610 278671
G(0) (meV) 23162 226645 22163 186621
C (1023 eV3) 2.2260.08 2.1061.00 1.6560.06 0.8360.28

Surface uD (K) 452617
G(0) (meV) 34664
C(1023 eV3) 4.6660.21

aReference 6.
bReference 5.
cReference 7.
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ture, this dashed line can be thought of as the zero for
temperature-dependent broadening. At all temperaturesGph

2

for the surface is nearly double that for the bulk. Also sho
in the figure, as open circles, are values for the b
temperature-dependent width obtained from previous b
sensitive photoemission measurements.6,7 The good agree-
ment between the previous bulk-sensitive results and
current results indicates that we have reliably determined
phonon broadening for both the bulk and the Li~110! surface
atoms.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Temperature dependence of bulk
and surface Gaussian widths

The temperature dependence of the experimental Ga
ian widths~solid circles in Fig. 3! have been least-square
analyzed using Eq.~1! to determine best-fit values o
Gph(0), uD , and thusC5Gph

2 (0)uD . The least-squares fits
shown as the solid lines in Fig. 3, accurately characterize
data, indicating that the broadening in Li is consistent w
linear coupling. As shown in Table I, the resulting value ofC
for the surface is approximately two times larger than that
the bulk. In contrast, the Debye-temperature paramete
only ;5% smaller at the surface than in the bulk. This is
marked contrast to previous interpretations of surface-a
phonon broadening in the alkali metals, where a much
duced surfaceuD was inferred from the much larger slope
the squared surface width forT.uD .8,9

We have also used Eq.~1! to analyze the temperature
dependent widths obtained in the earlier Li photoemiss
study.6,7 The fit is shown as the dotted line in Fig. 3. Sum
marized in Table I, the parameters extracted from the X
study are quite close to those extracted from our present d
The much larger uncertainties associated with the X
derived parameters are due to the fairly large error bars g
for the phonon widths in that study, which were dominat
by an estimated systematic uncertainty in the instrume
resolution.6 The excellent agreement between the present
sults and the XPS study suggests that the instrumen
resolution uncertainty in the XPS study may have been o
estimated.

Theoretical values of the bulk-atom broadening from
linear-coupling, nonlinear-screening calculation of Almbla
and Morales~AM ! ~Ref. 5! are also shown in Fig. 3 as ope
e
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triangles. This is the only theoretical calculation that com
reasonably close to the experimental results. As shown
AM, inclusion of only linear screening in the pseudopotent
produces widths that are only about half of the experimen
values. Also of significance, AM have shown that secon
order coupling has a negligible effect on the core-h
widths, justifying the use of Eq.~1! to analyze the tempera
ture dependence of the Gaussian widths. Fitting the AM t
oretical values with Eq.~1! ~dashed line through the theore
ical data in Fig. 3!, we extract a zero-temperature width
22163 meV, in very good agreement with our photoem
sion extracted values of 23162 meV. The extracted Debye
temperature of 393610 K, which is consistent with thermo
dynamic values of the Debye temperature,19 is ;20% lower
than our experimental value of 483616 K. The good agree-
ment between the two experimental photoemission res
indicates that systematic experimental error is likely not
cause of the discrepancy between the theoretical and ex
mental Debye-temperature parameters. A possible caus
the discrepancy may be that the AM theory underestima
the effects of second-order coupling~due to force-constan
changes! on the phonon broadening. If the broadening
dominated by first-order coupling but has some contribut
from second-order effects, then one may expect that Eq.~1!
will sufficiently describe the data, but with a modified Deb
temperature. Another possibility is that the photoemiss
process does not sample the lattice modes uniformly, fav
ing, on average, stiffer modes near the Brillouin-zone edg

Phonon excitation also broadens x-ray-absorption ed
with a width that is theoretically identical to that obtained
photoemission.7 Temperature-dependent absorption-ed
data of the Li 1s level have been previously analyzed b
Citrin and Wertheim.7 The extracted widths are not nearly a
consistent with the theoretical values of AM as are the p
toemission results. Fitting the absorption-edge-deriv
widths with Eq.~1! yields a zero-temperature width of 18
621 meV and a Debye temperature of 278671 K, both sig-
nificantly lower that the parameters derived from AM’s th
oretical calculation or the photoemission studies. The diff
ences between the XAS-derived parameters and those o
present study appear to be irreconcilable. We suggest tha
differences may be related to an incomplete understandin
the Li absorption-edge line shape.

In prior work, an approximation to Eq.~1!,
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GA
2~T!5Gph

2 ~0!F11S 8

3

T

uD
D 2G1/2

, ~4!

was used to analyze temperature-dependent core-level
non broadening.6,8,11,12 This approximation, which appar
ently originated with Overhauser,1 has the same high
temperature asymptote@Eq. ~3!# and the same zero
temperature value@Gph

2 (0)# as Eq. ~1!. However, in the
region 0,T/uD,1 the approximation does only a fair job o
mimicking Eq. ~1!. This is illustrated in Fig. 4~a!, which
plots both Eq.~1! and the approximation@Eq. ~4!# as solid
and dashed lines, respectively. As shown in Fig. 4~b!, which
plots the difference between Eqs.~1! and ~4!, the error is as
large as;8% atT/uD'0.3. As an illustration of the inaccu
racy involved in using this approximation to analyze co
level broadening, we have fit our temperature-depend
widths using Eq.~4!. For the bulk width the fit yields
Gph(0)5222 meV anduD5460 K compared to 231 meV
and 483 K, respectively, from Eq.~1!. For the surface data
the discrepancy is even greater: 327 meV and 414 K us
Eq. ~4! compared to 346 meV and 452 K using Eq.~1!.

If an analytical approximation to Eq.~1! is required, a
much better equation that can be used is

GE
2~T!5Gph

2 ~0!cothS 3

8

uD

T D . ~5!

This expression is simply the phonon broadening result
an Einstein oscillator6 with the oscillator energy\v0 re-
placed by 3

4 kBuD . This approximation and its differenc
with Eq. ~1! are shown in parts~a! and~b! of Fig. 4, respec-
tively. The much closer agreement with Eq.~1! is evident. In
comparison with values obtained when using Eq.~1!, the
fitted values ofGph(0) anduD from Eq.~5! vary by less than
2%.

FIG. 4. Comparison of Debye model phonon broadeningGph

@Eq. ~1!# with analytical phonon broadening approximationsGA

@Eq. ~4!# and GE @Eq. ~5!#. ~a! Normalized squared Gaussia
widths. ~b! Differences in squared widths between Eq.~1! and the
approximations.
ho-
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B. EAM model calculations of Debye temperatures

Since the temperature dependence of the core-elec
broadening is intimately related to the Debye temperature
would be appealing to have either theoretical calculations
other experimental measurements of the surface and
Debye temperatures of Li~110!. However, as far as we know
there are no other experimental measurements or any t
retical calculations that provide either a value for the Li~110!
surface Debye temperature or a relative comparison o
bulk and ~110! surface Debye temperatures. Therefore,
order to provide some insight into the~110! surface-layer
vibrational dynamics of the alkali metals, we have used
semiempirical EAM model20 to calculate bulk and~110! sur-
face Debye temperatures of Li, Na, and K. The result
values for Na and K impact the interpretation of previo
experimental core-level broadening work8,9 on these metals.

The EAM model we have used is that of Wang and B
ercker ~WB!.20 While there are several EAM models th
have been developed for bcc metals,28 and are thus appli-
cable to the alkali metals, this particular model was cho
since several experimental phonon frequencies are use
part of the input that determines the cohesive-energy par
eters of the model. Following standard practice, we calcu
phonon frequencies and polarizations by diagonalizing
dynamical matrix, which has contributions from both th
two-body and embedded-atom terms in the cohesive ene
However, for the alkali metals, we have found that t
embedded-atom term contributes negligibly to the lattice
namics; for simplicity, the embedded-atom term has th
been omitted from our calculations. As shown in Fig. 5, t
WB model does an excellent job of reproducing bu
phonon-dispersion curves for Li.29 Note, for example, that
the experimentally observed crossover of the transverse
longitudinal modes along the@100# direction is reproduced
by the calculation. Experimental phonon-dispersion cur
for Na ~Ref. 30! and K ~Ref. 31! are reproduced equally we
by the WB model.

The Debye temperatures for the bulk were determined
considering formulas for mean-squared displacements in
high-temperature limit. In this limit the atomic mean-squar
displacement̂u2& in the Debye model is related to the~an-
gular! Debye frequencyvD5kBuD /\ via

FIG. 5. Bulk phonon-dispersion curves for Li. Solid lines, r
sults from WB EAM model; solid circles, experimental data~Ref.
26!.
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PRB 61 2307SURFACE CORE-LEVEL PHONON BROADENING OF Li~110!
^u2&5
9kBT

MvD
2 , ~6!

whereM is the mass of an atom in the solid. For a harmo
lattice, the mean-squared displacement at high tempera
is related to the~angular! phonon frequenciesVn via

^u2&5
kBT

NM (
n51

3N
1

Vn
2 , ~7!

where 3N is the number of normal modes in the solid. S
ting Eqs. ~6! and ~7! equal, we can thus define the bu
Debye temperature in terms of the phonon frequencies a

uD,bulk5
3\

kB
S 1

N (
n51

3N
1

Vn
2D 21/2

. ~8!

Using Eq. ~8! with phonon frequencies calculated at 2
evenly spaced points in the Brillouin zone, we have obtain
the bulk Debye temperatures shown in Table II. These va
compare favorably with experimentally determined valu
from specific-heat measurements.19

Calculation of surface Debye temperatures is more
volved than for the bulk. Since surface atoms are no lon
in an environment with cubic symmetry, the mean-squa
displacements along thex, y, andz directions are no longe
equal. This allows one to define directional Debye tempe
tures. In analogy with Eq.~6!, a directional Debye frequenc
vD,x can be defined in terms of the mean-squared displa
ment along a particular direction~in this case thex direction!
as

^x2&5
3kBT

MvD,x
2 . ~9!

For a harmonic lattice, the high-temperature mean-squa
displacement along the same direction is given by

^x2&5
kBT

NM (
n51

3N

x̂n
2 1

Vn
2 , ~10!

where x̂n is the projection of the normalized polarizatio
vector~at the atom of interest! onto thex direction. By equat-
ing Eqs.~9! and~10!, the directional Debye temperature ca
be defined in terms of the vibrational modes of the so
Referring to Fig. 6, we assign thez direction to be perpen
dicular to the surface, thex direction to be parallel to@ 1̄10#,
and they direction to be parallel to@001#. For our calcula-
tions of the surface Debye temperatures, we have used
evenly spaced points in the surface Brillouin zone.

There are several simplifications that we have emplo
in our present calculations of the surface Debye temp
tures. First, since relaxations for the~110! alkali-metal sur-
face layers are experimentally32 and theoretically33,34 very
small ~typically 1% or less!, and there is no evidence fo
surface reconstruction@except for a possible shear displac
ment of the K~110! surface;35 see the discussion below#, we
have simply used a truncated-bulk model for the equilibri
atomic positions. Second, since the EAM model is based
empirical bulk parameters, any changes in force const
due to the different electronic structure at the surface m
not be adequately addressed, although it has been show
c
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Cu~100! that a bulk-derived EAM theory can accurately d
scribe surface phonons.36 As a point of comparison withab
initio calculations, we have calculated force constants
uniform displacement of a K~110! surface layer in thex, y,
and z directions. Theab initio results are, respectively
0.170, 1.63, and 4.20 N/m~Ref. 34!, compared to our EAM
values of 0.266, 1.81, and 4.04 N/m. The third simplificatio
which is likely the most severe, is that we have used a mo
in which only the first three layers~surface, first underlayer
and second underlayer! are treated dynamically. Deepe
lying atoms are fixed at their equilibrium positions. We a
currently working to include more dynamical layers in th
calculation; therefore the present results should be treate
somewhat preliminary. In spite of this last simplification, t
energies and polarizations of our surface modes comp
well enough with another EAM calculation37 of Li ~110! and
Na~110! surface phonon modes that it appears unlikely o
results for the surface Debye temperatures will change
more than;10% when more dynamical layers are include

Our results for the directional Debye temperatures,
well as the average surface Debye temperatureuD,surf ~which
is determined from̂u2&5^x21y21z2&!, are shown in Table
II. For all three alkali metals, the average surface Deb
temperature is approximately 10% less than the bulk De
temperature, in good qualitative agreement with the res
extracted from the Li core-level data. The perpendicular D
bye temperatureuD,z for each metal is significantly lowe
than the two parallel Debye temperatures, which are b
much closer to the bulk Debye temperature.

It is interesting to compare our results with an early th
oretical estimate of surface Debye temperatures
Na~110!.38 In that calculation the cohesive energy of Na w

FIG. 6. Schematic of bcc~110! surface illustrating coordinate
system used in text. Solid circles, first-layer atoms; open circ
second-layer atoms.

TABLE II. EAM model determined Debye temperatures.

Alkali metal uD,bulk uD,surf uD,x uD,y uD,z

Li 336 295 328 311 261
Na 138 122 137 129 107
K 93 78 89 82 68
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TABLE III. Phonon broadening parameters for Na 2p and K 3p core levels. Parameters were obtain
from fitting data with Eq.~1! with Debye temperatures from Table II.

Alkali metal

Bulk Surface

G(0) (meV) C (1023 eV3) G(0) (meV) C (1023 eV3)

Na 50 0.03 79 0.07
K 35 0.01 56 0.02
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of
modeled solely with a simple two-body Morse potenti
Bulk and surface Debye temperatures were estimated
treating only a single atom~either at the surface or in th
bulk! dynamically and lettinguD5(\/kB)v0 , wherev0 is
the ~angular! oscillation frequency for motion of that atom
along a specific direction. The results of that calculation
uD,bulk5160 K, uD,x5168 K, uD,y5149 K, and uD,z
551 K.38 This simple Einstein-oscillator estimate does a r
sonably good job of predicting the bulk Debye temperatu
Also, the relative ordering of the magnitudes of the surfa
Debye temperatures predicted with this earlier calculat
and our current calculation~see Table II! is the same. In fact
making the same Einstein-oscillator estimate with the pres
EAM model yieldsx, y, andz surface Debye temperatures
124, 112, and 89 K, respectively, also in the same rela
order as our more sophisticated calculation.

There is one experimental measurement of a surface
bye temperature that can be compared with our calculati
From the temperature-dependent intensity of the spec
beam in a LEED study, the effective perpendicular Deb
temperature of the Na~110! surface was determined to b
11065 K.32 Since the electron mean free path is;4 Å at the
electron kinetic energies used in the LEED study,22 this sur-
face Debye temperature is dominated by thermal motion
the first atomic layer and should thus be very close to
calculated value ofuD,z5107 K ~see Table II!. By taking
into account the small contribution from deeper layers,
calculate an effective perpendicular Debye temperature~as
measured in the LEED study! of 114 K, in excellent agree
ment with the experimental result.

The surface Debye temperatures calculated for K~110! are
pertinent to prior discussion in the literature regarding a p
sible shear displacement of the K~110! surface layer at 25
K.34,35From LEED data it was suggested that the top K la
is uniformly shifted by 0.23 Å along thex direction.35 This
was followed by anab initio calculation of first-layer–
second-layer force constants for uniform displacement of
first layer. While the calculation found no evidence for
static, shear displacement, it was suggested, based on
very smallx direction force constant~refer to the discussion
above!, that large-amplitude fluctuations along thex direc-
tion might be responsible for the LEED observations.
assuming that thex-direction motion of each surface atom
governed entirely by the force constant of 0.170 N/m, an r
fluctuation^x2&1/250.45 Å at 25 K was estimated.34 With the
current calculation, however, we can make a much be
estimate of the mean-squared displacement. Using the e
form of Eq. ~10!,

^x2&5
\

NM (
n51

3N x̂n
2

Vn
@ 1

2 1~e\Vn /kBT21!21#, ~11!
.
by

e
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which is valid at all temperatures, we calculate^x2&1/2

50.12 Å at 25 K, which is much smaller than the earli
estimate. That our calculated fluctuation is much sma
than the force-constant estimate is not surprising given
x-direction Debye temperature of 89 K, which is very clo
to the bulk Debye temperature. Note that this relatively sm
displacement is not due to the somewhat larger EA
x-direction force constant of 0.266 N/m, which produc
^x2&1/250.37 Å using the same estimate as in Ref. 34, bu
the result of including vibrational modes throughout the s
face Brillouin zone. Our results suggest that the propo
shear displacement should be investigated further.

With our values for the bulk and surface Debye tempe
tures of Na~110! and K~110!, we are now afforded a some
what more critical examination of phonon broadening
these two metals.8,9 Using our EAM calculated Debye tem
peratures~see Table II!, we have reanalyzed the data fro
these two systems and have obtained values forG(0) andC,
which are listed in Table III. Similar to the results for Li, th
surface values ofC are approximately twice as large as th
bulk values.

V. SUMMARY

We have measured core-level broadening data fr
Li ~110! and have obtained bulk-atom and surface-atom v
ues of the zero-temperature phonon width and the effec
Debye temperature, which governs the temperature de
dence of the broadening. Our results illustrate the importa
of obtaining high-quality data in the region below the Deb
temperature in order to independently extract these phon
broadening parameters. For comparison purposes, an E
model20 has been used to calculate bulk and preliminary s
face Debye temperatures for Li~110!, Na~110!, and K~110!.
The relative magnitudes of the bulk and surface Debye te
peratures calculated with the EAM model compare favora
with those governing the phonon widths. For the alkali m
als, the constantC in the phonon-broadening theory of Hed
and Rosengren3 is substantially different in the bulk and a
the surface. Theoretical calculations of the parameterC at the
surfaces of the alkali metals are the next logical step in
derstanding surface core-level broadening in these syste
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